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Twenty years ago, yuppies flaunted their upward mobility
with excess. The scene from “Overboard” comes to mind,
where Goldie Hawn plays a typical millionaire diva of the
’80s. She demands a new shoe closet on her yacht using a different kind of wood after Kurt Russell has already built one.
As for the first closet – “Who cares?” she demands.
Modern audiences gasp. Throw it away? They instinctively
realize this scenario would never fly for today’s cinema audiences. For one, Hawn’s hair would be stripped of earth-harming aerosol and replaced with an organic sleeking spray. And
she certainly wouldn’t be making wasteful demands.
Instead, the dialogue might play out as, “I said reused
mahogany – reused! Where did you get this? It looks brand
new!” Now, in her tantrum to ensure the highest quality, recycled materials are used on her yacht, our diva threatens to cut
the percentage of her donation to the charity of her carpenter’s choice.
Some things haven’t changed. However, the way the uppercrust, down to the high-life aspiring middle class, has certainly changed. Upwardly mobile social climbers have also
become socially conscious – striving to do everything in their
convenience to save the environment, promote world peace
and look fabulous in the process.
And now, thanks to financial planner Chuck Failla, this
trendy sect of movers and shakers also has an appropriate
moniker. Following the natural progression from hippies to
preppies to yuppies - “scuppies” represent the new breed of
trend-setters driving America’s market.
Failla coined the term after a colleague expressed shock that
the New York-Connecticut based financial planner, complete
with the Armani suit and Rolex, did pro bono work. A selfproclaimed scuppie, Failla doesn’t profess to be driving a
movement in any direction. He’s simply identifying an
already existing demographic.
“Scuppies have been around for a long time, and they’re
everywhere,” Failla says. “I’ve just come up with a cutsie
name for them.”
Scuppies don’t believe in compromise, but they’re willing to
make an effort.
“What a scuppie does is try to buy a green version,” Failla

explains. And in the process, the drive the market for more
green products. Now, thanks to pressure from socially conscious consumers, even Wal-Mart offers an array of green
products, from pesticides to cosmetics.
Wal-Mart still imports about $18 billion of goods from China
(since 2004 according to trade reports). At least now though,
more of the goods flying across the ocean on a regular basis
are better for the environment than in the past. Increasingly,
the SUVs lining parking lots are filled with earth-friendly
products, like organic hangers and natural laundry detergents.
Driving a Range Rover to Wal-Mart may seem counter-intuitive for a socially conscious person, but Failla insists that
scuppies aren’t hypocrites – just paradoxical.
“It’s a ground that’s ripe with hypocrisy,” he concedes. “But
they’re not hypocrites. We’re lampooning the socially conscious and upwardly mobile person, because really, these two
concepts are almost at odds.” What keeps Scuppies from
hypocrisy is that they’re coming from the opposite end of
consciousness. They’re not environmentalists, chaining themselves to Redwood trees while wearing burlap sacks, Failla
explains. They’re the former Gordon Gekkos of Wall Street,
and they’re starting to make social concessions.
“How is this not a good thing?” he says.
So, it’s not that Leonardo DiCaprio and Chris Martin rail
against environmental carelessness in song, documentary and
public speech – then, perhaps hypocritically, travel by private
jet. It’s that they’re celebrities, with no expectation to do anything more, who have chosen to take a socially conscious
stand whenever it’s practical.
“Look, Robert Redford is socially conscious, but I’ll bet he
rides into town on a private jet, and that’s okay,” Failla says.
“It’s not practical for someone like him to take coach.”
For the rest of the scuppie world, he emphasizes that he’s not
pushing an environmental or social movement – he’s simply
defining a demographic.
“It is how it is,” he says simply. “If there’s something easy,
convenient and fabulous, scuppies are all for it.”
After all, scuppies aren’t hypocrites. They’re just paradoxical.
Are you a scuppie? Find out at www.scuppie.com.
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